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POLITICAL SALES POLICIES 2018 

 
These policies pertain to legally qualified federal and state candidates buying time on KSPN-AM 

during the 45-day period before the 2018 primary election (June 5th 2018) and the 60-day period 

before the 2018 general election (November 8th 2018). 

 

A. CLASSES OF TIME AND PRICING POLICIES: 

 

KSPN-AM offers two classes of preemptible time, one geared towards particular dayparts and the 

other, run-of-station. 

 

1) Preemptibles: Most spots sold to commercial advertisers are for five hour or narrower 

dayparts and are preemptible out of the designated day or week without prior notice.  

Preemption and movement of spots are determined based on a number of factors, 

including but not limited to, demand for the inventory in question, the time sensitivity 

of the spots already ordered and/or scheduled, the flexibility of the advertiser and the 

prices of the scheduled announcements.  KSPN AM will endeavor to keep candidate 

preemptions to a minimum. Candidates purchasing in this class will be given the lowest 

unit rate charge for the same duration, time period and week and may obtain current 

information on the likelihood of preemptions by contacting the sales department.  In 

the event of a preemption, KSPN-AM will use its best efforts to air makegoods prior 

to election day or refund the advertiser’s money at advertiser’s election. 

 

2) Run-of-Station: Spots in this class, which may run anytime during very broad 

dayparts, such as 6am to 1am or 6am to 6am, have a greater likelihood of preemption  

out of the designated day or week than spots in the preemptible class.  Advertisers may 

state a rotation preference that KSPN-AM will endeavor to meet, but there are no 

guarantees and scheduling is within KSPN-AM’s sole discretion.  Candidates 

purchasing run-of-station spots will be given the lowest unit rate charge for run-of-

station spots of the same duration and in the same week and may obtain current 

information on the likelihood of preemption by contacting the sales department.  In the 

event of a preemption, KSPN-AM will use its best efforts to air makegoods prior to the 

election day or refund the advertiser at advertiser’s election. 

 

 

B. TIME PERIODS AND RATES: 

 

1) During the 45 days preceding a primary and the 60 days preceding a general election, 

legally qualified candidates purchasing spots that qualify as “uses” as defined by the 

“FCC” will be offered commercial time at the station’s lowest rates for the same class, 

time period  (dayparts, rotation block, program) and length of time based on orders 

already booked for the week in question. Rates will be issued in writing or given over 

the phone reflecting the lowest unit charges in the preemptible and run-of-station 

classes.  Candidates buying time without a media buyer/agency will be given the lowest 

unit rate net of usual agency commission. 
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2) Rates are for planning purposes only.  Actual lowest unit charges may vary from week 

to week based on supply and demand and other ordinary business changes, including 

any preemptions of commercial spots already booked.  If the actual lowest unit charge 

for a purchased time period and class is less than the price initially charged, a rebate or 

credit, at the candidate’s option, will be issued on a timely basis. 

 

3) At all times outside of the lowest unit charge periods, legally qualified candidates will 

not be charged more than rates paid for comparable use of the station by commercial 

advertisers.  Such rates are usually determined through negotiation based on a number 

of factors including, but not limited to, the time periods of the ordered announcements, 

the availability of the requested inventory, the length of time between order and date, 

the amount of flexibility with respect to preemption and movement of announcements 

the advertiser will accept, the share of business offered to the station, and the total 

dollar amount of the order.  These same criteria determine “comparability” for legally 

qualified candidate advertiser.  Discount privileges, if any, are available on equal terms. 

 

4) Information about narrower dayparts is available upon request. 

 

C. ACCESS: 

 

1) Reasonable access will be provided to all legally qualified federal candidates before 

primary and general elections. Commercial advertisers are generally limited to no more 

than one spot per hour.  KSPN-AM suggests that federal candidates consider this as a 

guideline subject to negotiation and to their reasonable access rights, based upon such 

factors as the number of candidates in the race, potential program disruption, the 

amount of advance notice given on an order, and the amount of time already sold to a 

particular candidate.  No candidate ads may air on Election Day. 

 

2) News: Candidate advertising may not run in, billboards or program sponsorships.  

Certain one-time-only special programs may also not be available to candidates, subject 

to federal candidates’ rights of reasonable access. 

 

3) In addition to Presidential and U.S. Senate candidates, KSPN-AM may accept political 

advertising for Congressional candidates.  KSPN-AM will also accept advertising from 

candidates for California state office, but reserves the right to decline advertising for, 

or to limit the number of spots per, certain state races.  

 

D. CANDIDATES’ RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 

Candidates’ advisors must provide KSPN-AM with the following before any commercial 

messages will be aired: 

 

 Payment in full by money order or cashier’s check 24 hours before schedule runs. 

  

 Please note that KSPN-AM will not be open on weekends, including the weekend before 

the election. 

 

 Pre-recorded commercials containing sponsorship identification complying with FCC 

rules.  Candidate must appear in the commercial by voice to qualify for the lowest unit rate 
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charge.  Depending on the nature of the ad and the sponsor, the ad may be subject to legal 

review. 

 

 Form identifying the ad’s sponsor and its chief executive officers, directors, or executive 

committee members, filled out in its entirety. 

 

 

E. AUDIENCE DELIVERY: 

 

KSPN-AM does not sell time based on the achievement of agreed-upon rating point objectives and 

does not offer compensatory weight for alleged audience under-delivery.   

 

F.  LENGTH OF SPOTS: 

 

KSPN-AM sells time to commercial advertisers and legally qualified political candidates in the 

lengths of :30 and :60 seconds.  :30 second rates are calculated at 70% of the published :60 second 

rate.  Other special lengths are available as well. 
 

G.  COMPETITIVE SPOTS: 

 

KSPN-AM will generally not run competitive commercials in the same spot break, but sometimes 

back-to-back scheduling is unavoidable. KSPN-AM will generally not give candidates rebates or 

makegoods on account of back-to-back scheduling. 

 

H.   MERCHANDISING INCENTIVES 

 

Information about merchandising incentives is available upon request. 

 

I.   STATION CONTACT: 

 

All questions related to political advertising for KSPN-AM should be directed to Matthew Mallon, 

General Sales Manager at (213) 284-7120. 

 


